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ABSTRACT 

This paper studies rurality and urbanity (in the state of Oklahoma, and elsewhere) as 
bona fide cultural realities, and explores the consequences of rural/urban cultural differ
ences and conflict for health care in rural settings. The methodology of exploring multiple 
viewpoints (borrowed from anthropology, as the emic/etic distinction), and the statuses 
and power associated with these perspectives, is fruitful in elucidating many long-stand
ing issues in rural health care: access, isolation, boundaries, units of measurement, sense 
of place, stigma, identity, etc. From twenty-three years as a clinically applied psychody
namically-oriented medical anthropologist in rural and urban Oklahoma settings, the au
thor provides numerous vignettes to illustrate the methodological and theoretical points 
made. The paper concludes that a powerful barrier to improved rural health care is the 
reciprocal stereotyping between rural and urban cultures, a binary opposition, that pre
vents accurate assessment of needs and realities. 

hTROIH!CTION: RURAi. MF.DICINF. AND IDF.

OLOGIF.S OF PLACE 

This paper inquires into the rural and 
urban contexts of health care in the state 
of Oklahoma. It is a study in qualitative 
anthropology/sociology. It contextualizes 
recurrent problems in health care delivery 
within the framework of rural and urban 
perceptions and relations. A number of 
vignettes illustrate the often oppositional 
relationship between these two cultural 
worlds that are ostensibly situated with 
"'the same" state and national culture. I 
shall argue that group boundary. culture, 
identity, and sense of place influence 
health care decision-making in Oklahoma 
and elsewhere. 

Ultimately. this viewpoint leads to a re
definition of place. and specifically of ru
rality. I shall argue that not only. cultur
ally speaking. arc things not what they 
seem. but they are not even entirely where 
we usually think they are. I shall explore 
the health care implications of the fact that 
these two ostensibly distinct cultural do
mains are deeply entwined with one an
other. 

The material in this paper deri \ cs from 
my role since 1978 as a clinically applied 
medical anthropologist in the Department 
of Family and Preventive Medicine at the 
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences 
Center. I ha\ c spent most Fridays as be-

havioral science director/coordinator of 
the family medicine residency training 
program located in the Enid Family 
Medicine Clinic. in Enid. Oklahoma. a 
rural primary care training site in north
west Oklahoma. From 1979-1985, I 
worked in a similar capacity at the 
Shawnee Family Medicine Clinic. also 
an affiliate of the Department of Family 
Medicine at the University of Oklahoma 
Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City. 

Ru1u1. HEALTH CARE AM> ns Co:\TEXTS 

It is widely assumed that, when the 
term "'culture" is used, it denotes certain 
kind of groups or units: e.g., ethnic, na
tionality, religious, and racial (that is, an 
American sociological category that is 
held to be biological). Thus. when a 
topic such as cultural aspects of rural 
health. or of rural medicine, in Oklahoma 
is brought up, we are accustomed to 
think. for instance, about Blacks in Okla
homa. Hispanics or Latinos in Okla
homa, Native Americans (or tribal 
groupings such as Choctaw and Chey
enne-Arapaho) in Oklahoma. Southern 
Baptists in Oklahoma. Vietnamese in

Oklahoma. Mennonites in Oklahoma. 
Jews in Oklahoma. Germans in Okla
homa. and so on. The tendency is to view 
the culture as residing in the ethnic. na
tionality. or religious group. and for 
Oklahoma to be largely. or merely. a geo-
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political entity in \\ hich the culture is geo
graphically located. 

Put differently. we tend to assume that. 
say. ethnicity is a matter or personal iden
tity. while Oklahoma ( or another state. or 
ciiy. or region) is merely a matter of place. 
The same holds for other states and regions 
in the U.S. Yet. at its broadest. culture is a 
matter or boundaries. and with them. the 
sense of identity that distinguishes between 
"we .. or "us" and "they·· or "them" (Barth
1998; Stein and Hill 1977). The sense of 
group is primary; the label for the kind of 
group (ethnic. national, religious, occupa
tional, professional. gender. racial. state
province-canton. etc.) is secondary (Stein 
1992). The making of a distinction be
t\\een groups - that "We are ABC'' and 
"You are XYZ" - is itself a cultural claim. 
In a number of works I have argued that 
"Oklahomaness" (that is, the sense of be
ing '·Oklahoman." whatever other iden
tity[-ies Jone claims or with which one is 
identified by others; see Stein J987a.c) is 
itself a distinctive cultural system (Hill and 
Stein 1988; Stein and Hill 1989; Stein and 
Hill 1993; Stein and Thompson 1991 ). In 
this paper. I develop this perspective of 
cultural localism further, to explore "ru
ral" and "urban" as distinctive cultural 
systems that. among other things. have an
effect upon health care. 

It will be my argument that the cultural 
duality of "ruraJ"/''urban" itself governs 
much health-related perception and behav
ior among practitioners. patients. and com
munities alike. Further. these two addi
tional cultural categories crosscut conven
tional ethnic. national. racial, religious, 
and state understandings. In this paper. 
then. I shall devote attention to rurality. 
and urban-ness as themselves cultural 
ways of organizing life. and to their influ
ence upon rural medicine in Oklahoma. 

Stated colloquially. rural-ness. and ur
ban-ness (in Oklahoma and elsewhere). are 
matters of who one is. not only a matter of 
where one is located. "Where-ness" be
comes a defining part of "who-ness." 
Place becomes incorporated into the sense 
of place. This sense of place may. or may 
not. be articulated in language. It may be 
assened ("emic". e.g .. Oklahomans· and 
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Texans· emphasis on their differences 
from each other) or inferred from beha\
ior ("'etic". e.g .. cultural continuities 
throughout the Great Plains). This paper 
has implications for the broader culture 
areas ( Kroeber 1951; Devereux 1969) that 
intersect within the state: viz. "Little Dixie 
[The Old South]." the North American 
Great Plains or the Midwest. and the 
Southwest. 

Before proceeding. I wish to attempt to 
systematize a number of terms I have thus 
far introduced. Such concepts as group. 
culture. identity. place. and sense of place 
all constitute facets or aspects of a uni
tary. ongoing. dynamic social process. one
that occurs simultaneously at conscious 
and unconscious levels, and one that is un
dergoing constant "construction" and re
working. Recent critiques of the notion 
of a unified. consistent "self' (Schweder 
1991) and of fixed ethnic or and other so
cial characteristics and units (Kondo 1990: 
Lamphere 1987) emphasize the processual 
nature of all social structures. I use these 
concepts more evocatively and descrip
tively than definitively. They all express 
the linkage of"I" and "me" (singular. in
dividual), with "we" and "us·· (plural, 
group) with boundary fonnation and bor
der regulation. and with the often binary
opposition between "'us" and "them·· 
( Volkan 1988). 

Put fonnulstically: "group" may be seen 
as the social. intersubjective process of 
boundary creation and maintenance; "cul
ture 

.. may be seen as the speci fie content
of the group process. and hence of the 
boundary (the notion of "a" culture fuses 
form and substance); "identity" may be 
seen as the conscious and unconscious 
sense of belongingness and continuity with 
the group; and "sense of place" may be 
seen as an extension or projection of
"whoness 

.. or "whatness ·• into "where
ness."' This approach draws heavily from 
the pioneering work of Erikson ( 1968) on 
identity. and Barth ( 1998/ 1969) on social 
boundaries. Its relevance to the study of 
health care in rural and urban settings will 
be shown to lie in the fact that (I) "urban" 
and ··rurar' are in fact facets of one an
other. even when those links are con-
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sciously disavowed: and therefore (2) ""ur
ban" and "rural" are inseparable. even 
when they are ideologically split into two 
distinct geographic realms. 

iVJ F.TIIODOLOGY A:\D Tm:ORY: 0VF.R\'IF.W 

My methodology is that of an applied 
anthropologist whose data derive from 
long-term fieldwork in urban and rural 
Oklahoma health care settings (Stein 
J 999b ). I "collect'' what I know from day
to-day activity as clinical teacher, super
visor, group facilitator. faculty member. 
listener and observer, and participant/pre
senter at national Family Medicine con
ferences. In this paper. my two roles are 
those of( l )  observer. pai1icipant observer. 
and cultural interpreter, and. occasionally 
(2) key informant ( one who aspires to be
self-observant). My data here consist
largely of vignettes -- stories -- which can
be read as cultural exemplars (Nuckolls
J 997) that is. as instances of widespread,
recurrent, patterns. Most of the data I "col
lect'' - indeed. most of what I have learned
about rural and urban medicine - comes
less from questions I ask as from being
present at "moments" when I discover that
these cultural distinctions arc precisely the
point (often implicit) being made.

For instance, a frequent. rebuke-tilled, 
comment made often at lectures on rural 
health care that I present to medical stu
dents and resident physicians in urban 
medical traininc: centers. is: "If these 
people want to h,(ve good health care, why 
do they insist on living out in the country'! 
It's their own fault if they can't get state
of-the-art medicine when they choose to 
live where it isn't accessible." 

I shall an.:ue that. in addition to their sci
entific, bi�logical dimension, rural and 
urban medicines are also a species of cul
tural medicine or ethnomedicine (see 
Gaines 1992: Purtilo and Sorrell 1986: 
Snider and Stein 1987: Stein 1987b.d: 
1990a: 1991, 1992. 1995b. 1996: Stein 
and Pontious I 985 ). Situated \\ ithin 
American and Oklahoman culture. rural 
and urban medicine are rife with stereo
typing. ""ethno"centrism. and bigotry to
\\ard one another (Miller 1979: Stem 
1990b ). The uni versa] tribal claim that 
"'Our way is the only right way. the human 
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way. and the way they do things is crazy 
if not evil" governs these professional cul
tures as much as it does ethnic ones. 

One of the most fruitful contributions of 
anthropology to social research has �een 
the distinction. originally borrowed trom 
linc:uistics. between ""emic" and "etic" 
pet�pectives or viewpoints (see Agar 
1996; Sanjek 1990: Spradley and 
McCurdy 1988). Initially. "emic" referred 
to the "native" or "insider" point of view,
while "etic ., referred to the "observer" or
"outsider" (even ··universal" or "scien
tific") perspective. The distinction be
tween viewpoints has been fruitful in con
flict-identification and in problem-solving. 
As intra-group diversity and conflict came 
to be recognized, the distinction has come 
to be used to understand cognition, mean
ing, feeling. and power ·within groups_ a�
much as between them. Often. "et1c 
comes to represent official viewpoin:�, 
while "emic" comes to represent unoth
cial ones. 

For instance. official compilation of 
healthcare data in and about Oklahoma 
often is based on the county as a funda
mental unit, the hospital and its service or 
"catchment" area. and United States Cen
sus categories such as the Standard Met
ropolitan Statistical Area ( SMSA): Ac_tual patterns of access and ut1hzat1on of
ten differ widely from the official model 
( cf. Bachrach 1983 ). I shall return fre
quently to this distinction �etween �ultural 
viewpoints. to the role ot power m con
structing and enforcing the distinction. and 
to their consequences for rural medicine. 

One may also learn about Oklahoma ru
rality by proceeding in the "opposite" or 
reverse direction: that is, outward. to more 
encompassing systems that link the grain
and cattle-farming ethos of Oklahoma to 
Great Plains patterns that transcend state 
boundaries. These systems are character
ized by such promin;nt structural features 
as "crossroads'' towns and the 
Ei11::.elhot.i·ied/1111g ("open country neigh
borhood'') that originated in England. Ire
land. and much of western Europe 
( Arensben2 1955: 1153-1156 ). The spa
tial patter;ing of settlement and CL�ltiva
tion is that of individual. dispersed tarms. 
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The geographic expanse of Euro-Ameri
can rural culture is attested to by the vir
tual identity between the findings of Long 
and Weinert ( 1987) for ranchers. wheat 
fimners. and loggers in Montana. and my 
own findings ( Stein 1982. I 987c, 1995b, 
I 999a) among wheat farming and cattle 
raisin!! families in central and northwest 
Oklah-oma. Dominant or core values - all 
of which affect health care attitudes. tim
ing. and '"compliance" with medical au
thority-include: independence (personal, 
family). self-reliance. the desire to do for 
oneself (to "take care of our own ·1 the 
distinction between old timer and new
comer or outsider ( status measured by 
length of residence and family links. rather 
than the medical school of one's training). 
isolation and distance (willingness to drive 
large distances. but infrequently, thereby 
making "routine" medical follow-up dif
ficult). health defined as the ability to work 
and perform social role(s) rather than by 
the absence of symptoms, resistance to 
control by outsiders. closeness to and sense 
of control by nature and God, lack of per
sona I anonymity, role generalism, and 
stigma toward mental health conditions 
and practitioners. 

This identity of values and world view -
despite other large cultural and political 
differences -- commends a model ad
vanced by Kroeber ( 195 I) and Devereux 
( 195 I /1969) wherein individual tribal and 
ethnic boundaries become subsumed 
within a larger "culture area" possessing a 
distinctive "culture areal ethos." I have 
argued similarly (Stein 1978) for Slavic 
eastern. central, southern. and western 
Europe. The scope of North American 
Euro-American rural family culture 
stretches from north Texas to the Dakotas 
and Montana, and eastward on the central 
plains through Iowa. 

What, then. is rural? It is foremost a 
word to which are attributed many. often 
conflicting, meanings (Bachrach 1983; 
Stein 1987a. b ). People create and are 
entrapped in these emotion-laden mean
ings. Rural and rurality are often used as 
residual demographic categories. denoting 
those living outside Standard Metropoli
tan Statistical Areas (Bachrach 1983). 
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These same terms are also often used to 
denote agricultural. in contrast with indus
trial or high technology. ways of life and 
economic base. They are further used to 
refer to sparsely populated areas remote 
from densely settled urban centers. They 
are also associated with a worldview of 
close personal ties, of often-overlapping 
social roles. When they are not associ
ated with a place distant (by some mea
sure) from the city. they are associated with 
worldviews and values of groups of recent 
immit!:rants from foreiu:n lands. "urban vil
lageri' (Gans I 962) ofone type or another, 
clustered geographically or in closely ar
ticulated social networks within cities. 
Within this diversity of meanings. a com
mon thread is (I) a dichotomy that radi
cally distinguishes between some "us" and 
some "them." and which in turn (2) ne
glects crucial lived social reality in both. 

To summarize, then: I shall denote ru
rality to be less specifically a place as it is 
a sense of place and a way of thinking 
about a relationship between an "us" and 
a "them" (self and other). People who live 
far from "the city" might be considered 
living "in the boonies." while non-univer
sity physicians who practice within the 
urban community might also be regarded 
by their urban-academic counterparts as 
"boonie doctors." This paper will exam
ine the nature of this polar state of mind 
and its consequences for health care in 
rural Oklahoma and beyond. 

CE:"ITER AND HINTERLAND AS CUI.TllRAI. 

D1c110T0MY 

Within rural medicine. and between ru
ral and urban medicines (in Oklahoma, on 
the Great Plains. and throughout the 
United States). there has long been con
flict between the view that (I) rural medi
cine is real, genuine. biomedicine. one 
contextually tailored to the context of pa
tients and doctors· lives. one that is sim
ply different from that practiced in cities 
by virtue of geographic remoteness and 
factors intrinsic to rural life; and the view 
that (2) rural medicine is deficit medicine. 
sub-standard, medical practice. Urban 
physicians often label their rural counter
parts as "LMD's," "Local Medical Doc
tors." "Boonie Doctors" (physicians who 
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elect to practice hinterland medicine and 
who lack much scientific knowled!.!e and 
advancement J, who practice far frt�m the 
city because ""they couldn't make it here 
in the city." 

In Oklahoma as elsewhere in the U S 
rural and urban physicians often recip·r�� 
cally stereotype one other: e.g., "The Cen
ter" and ""The Mecca" versus ""The 
Boonies" and ""The Sticks." A common 
joke is that ""It isn't the end of the world, 
but you can see it from here/there ( name 
of town)." It should be noted that one 
member of the ideological pair does not 
exist apart from the pair itself; each re
quires the other for self-definition. In both 
cases, projection is pai1 of the regulation 
of perception and knowledge of the other: 
put colloquially, what you see is where you 
look from, and what you project onto your 
counterpart or adversary. 

In many respects, the relationship be
tween rural and urban medicine recapitu
lates the broader sociolo!.!ical distinction 
between urban center and ;ural hinterland 
the city as the source of control and th� 
countryside as the source of resources 
( Kraenzel I 966; Miller 1979). the city as 
exploiter and the country as exploited. 
While ""center" and "hinterland" are emo
tionally-charged cognitive distinctions 
betv.:een ""here" and "there," they are of
ten further governed by power �elations 
of subordination and the struggle against 
subord111at1on. Otten, in health-related 
decision-making, urban, academic center-

based views ""count" and govern, while 
rural, community-based , icws tend to be 
discounted. 

In a study of the psychology of place, 
ful lilovc ( 1996) considers the rural adap
tation to urban stigma. to the 

... feeling that one's place is viewed 
with disdain by others. Julia Eilenberg, 
a psychiatrist working in a rural area 
of Ne\\ York State. has studied the 
ways in which de!.!radation of one's 
place is an alien:11ing experienc� 
( 1995 ). She has observed that rural 
America. no lon!.!er the center of na
tional lifr. has s�ttled into a state of 
imisibility that is lifted onlv bv tra!.!-

edy or disaster. A big tornado. tor e�--
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ample. suddenly brings the camera to 
the threatened town or county. onlv to 
have it leave again when the storni is 
over. Because people identify with the 
localities in which they live. the loss 
of visibility has led to a profound col-
lapse of self-pride. The psyche is in
jured, she postulates, as a result of the 
involution of one's place. 
The disparagement is as subtle as it is 

pervasive. It is revealed by off-hand com
ments such as "We in Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa have stress; you in rural Oklahoma 
don't;" or," You out there don't understand; 
in the city. here. ire have these prob
lems .. .. " Implicit urban idealization and 
romanticization of rural life, together with 
rural peoples' reluctance to complain to 
outsiders, fuels the stereotyped distinction 
between anxiety-ridden city and idyllic 
country(Stein 1987b: De Vos 1974). The 
moral universe is split along the lines of 
"good" and "evil," a fairlv stable histori
cal distinction. For exa1;1ple, rural vio
lence ( Stein 1994, 1995a) has, until the 
recent interest in "militant" and 
"survivalist" groups, passed mostly unno
ticed in urban-based studies. because its 
presence conflicts with romanticization of 
the quality of rural life. 

The emotional valency or affective 
"charge," however, can quickly switch. 
Sometimes, the idealized "country" is con
trasted with the problem-ridden city, such 
that chronic problems in the country are 
both not seen and well hidden. Other 
times, the technology-wealthy city is set 
as polar opposite to the technology-defi
cie_nt countryside. Rural peoples' expec
tations and values of local control, self
reliance, and autonomy occur alom:side, 
and in the face of. increased outs id; con
trol ( ranging from international markets. 
to gove�nment regulations. to banking 
cha111s. t111ally to the weather. nature, and 
GodJ. 
MF.TIIODOLO(;Y ..\:-.;D ML\Sl'RDIF.:\T: 

WII..\T YOl' SF:f IS WIIF.Rf YOl' \l{f Lorn-:-

1:\C FRo.\l: A Vr<;wnr. (#1) 

Like all scientific rnethodolo!.!ies. social 
scie111:c methodologies can si1m71taneouslv 
help us to ""see" (to use the visual sens� 
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and metaphor) and prevent us from see
ing (Devereux 1967). A method presup
poses the kind of data that we will find. 
In and of itself: this is not bad. but becomes 
limiting when we fail to recognize that 
every method presupposes a vantage point. 
That is. what you see is where you are 
lookin12: from. To be aware of this as one 
is seein�g pennits us to see from other view
points. To be unaware of this - at worst. 
to be vested in a single viewpoint as real
ity itself - is to be self-blinded to other 
ways of seeing. and to be unable to dis
cern data sets from those other perspec
tives. 

For example. standard and standardized 
ways of gathering health-related statistics 
consist. among others. of US Census. CDC 
(Centers for Disease Control). SMSA. and 
the seventy-seven counties in Oklahoma. 
Issues of health care access and facility 
uti I ization are studied in terms of various 
official units. Within Oklahoma. such an 
approach can conceal as well as reveal. If 
one thinks demographically in county units 
exclusively. one will miss crucial cultural 
patterns that fall outside these ways of see
ing. Rural Oklahomans often drive across 
the county line to towns in adjacent. or 
more remote. counties, for their health 
care. Those who live in counties near state 
borders might. in fact. cross state lines for 
their health care. 

I know of several instances where, after 
physicians who have practiced for many 
years in one Oklahoma community move 
one or two hundred miles away to a new 
practice, many of their patients will "'fol
low them" and drive the distance so that 
they can keep the same physician. Fur
ther. because of the stigma associated with 
"mental" illness, family members may 
travel several counties away from their 
home county for psychiatric. psychologi
cal. or family therapy. The official ("'etic") 
measures are not wrong as much as they 
are limited in what they are able to con
clude about lived patterns of health care 
access and utilization ("emic''). 

A vignette will make this point even 
more concretely. It illustrates how an un
consciously urban viewpoint can con
sciously distort rural lived reality by se-
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lecting ce11ain data and overlooking cru
cial other data. In the middle 1990\. an 
eminent medical epidemiological re
searcher took me aside and offered me 
some advice on my work. He was famil
iar with my studies of Oklahoma culture. 
rural and urban facets of Oklahoma cul
ture. from the early l 980's through the 
present. My notes here are approximate. 
but capture the spirit of his admonition. 

Your research and publications about 
rural fanning and its relation to health 
care may have been true for when you 
first came to Oklahoma ( 1978). but 
they just don't apply now. There's 
practically nothing Jett of rural culture 
in Oklahoma. It's a myth that we're a 
rural state [I have always tried to stay 
out of the ideological. either/or. argu
ment. as to whether Oklahoma is rural 
or urban. HFS] You know full well 
that there's been migration to the cit
ies. and rural depopulation, for a half
century. If you look at the 1990 US 
Census. even in the region of Enid [a 
city in northwest Oklahoma] that you 
talk about so much. practically no 
households earn a primary income 
from fanning. Look at the data. Most 
people have urban jobs. I don't see 
how you can keep talking and teach
ing about rural Oklahoma and health 
care. It's become so minimal quanti
tatively. 

My colleague was, I believe, speaking 
from an "etic" viewpoint, that is, from the 
( or at least a) official scienti fie standard 
of population trends. the US Census. I do 
not quarrel with his account of historical 
patterns. I question his conclusions based 
on his (and many others') limited data. Put 
colloquially. what one "counts·· ( enumer
ates) depends on the kind of data that 
"count" (that matter. that one takes into 
account, data that one notices and in
cludes). Status becomes a part of science. 
Neither my colleague nor the US Census 
were close enough to the lived lives of 
many Oklahomans -- and, beyond that, 
many inhabitants or the North American 
Great Plains - to be able to conclude that 
there is a vital difference between "farm-
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ing to live" (income) and "living to farm" 
(value). 

Many individuals. and married couples. 
I know throughout Oklahoma earn wage
incomes in manufacturing. government. 
health care, banking. insurance. and other 
jobs in order to earn a livelihood and in 
turn in order to keep the forn, in opera
tion. Thus. the farm does not sustain them 
econo111ically; they sustain the farm in or
der to "farm" (verb). Further. as grain 
and cattle farming have become increas
ingly technologized, industry has been lo
cated throughout ostensibly rural areas as 
well as concentrated in urban ones. My 
colleague is thus technically. statistically. 
correct. but his conclusions are 111isplaced. 
An "cmic." or internal, viewpoint would 
be essential to notice the very kinds of data 
I have described� and then to "collect" it. 
I emphasize that I have not set out to prove 
that Oklahoma is "rural." Rather. I have 
discovered that much rurality flourishes 
and languishes. and that a part of the lat
ter is because we fail (are motivated to fail) 
to look. to ask. and to listen. Our method
ological assumptions and categories inter
fere with the very data we need to make 
rurality less "hidden" a variable. 

CllLTURF: AND TF:CIINOLO(;Y TIU:\SFF:R: A 

V1c;:s;FTTF (#2) ON Fmrnornc Tn.r. cm1-

�Jll�IC\TION AND RtJR .. \ I. MF:DICl:\F: 

Since the early I 990\ the collaboration 
between urban academic health sciences 
centers and telecommunications compa
nies has pro111ised to bridge the chasm be
tween rural and urban access to medical 
care. What could be viewed as errors in 
cross-cultural communication complicated 
and compromised the very media and tech
nology that were designed to bridge cul
tural regions and hence to improve com
munication. In Oklahoma and elsewhere 
in the United States. tiberoptic telecom
munication networks were depicted from 
the urban centers and gon.:rnment as the 
solution to the problem of high cost. high 
technology. concentration in cities. Dis
tributive clinical _justice would be achien:d 
by stakwide outreach from the city (-ies). 
Small. rural hospitals would 110\\ become 
-- almost magically - equipped to perfonn 
tests and procedures. and have their inter-
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pretntions. diagnoses. and clinical recom
mendations made as if much of the urban 
subspeeialists and high technology were 
located in rural areas. Technology would 
conquer geography. Rural isolation would 
be a thing of the past. 

The problem is that this "promise" is in 
fact a viewpoint ( "etic ") rather than the 
whole of social reality. It is a viewpoint 
from and with power. so that its adherents 
can attempt to impose point-of-view as if 
it were the only legitimate view. The ne
glect of these disturbing ··facts" has led to 
unexpected. and costly, results. Greater 
initial attention to rural/urban factors in 
perception. power. and communication 
would have prevented at least some of the 
consequences. 

Biomedical colleagues in rural Okla
homa, and in rural hospitals elsewhere, 
have repeatedly told me that millions of 
dollars of high technology lies idle in little 
hospitals. Why'? They explain that when 
their urban counterparts installed it, they 
failed to ask the people who would be us
ing it what they needed and wanted, that 
is. how ther

. 
the rural practitioners. \Vould 

be using it. Health sciences centers and
urban hospitals made assumptions about 
what rural clinicians should have and 
should want. By contrast. rural Oklaho
mans value doing things personally. one
to-one, to meet people face to face. then 
conduct business ( cf. Hall I 959). Urban 
health and telecommunications planners 
just wanted to ··get down to business ... 

There was a poor fit in communication 
style from the outset. One rural physician 
said to me. "Rural doctors have not been 
invited to design how the telemedicine 
equipment would be used. It's as if all the 
expertise and intelligence is in the city. It's 
a one-way street. And the money flows 
one way." In a paper on ··u.s. Health 
Care Reform: Origins. Development. and 
I rnpact." medical anthropologist Carole E. 
Hill ( 1994) argued similarly with respect 
to health care policy-making. Health 
policy planners tended to view rural areas 
as extensions of urban areas. Health care 
solutions were designed in an urban-to
rural direction. centralizing services. and 
offering health care as a commodity rather 
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than as part ofa relationship. Worldwide. 
not only nationally. telemedicine demon
stration projects were being offered as a 
large part of the solution to ""access to 
care." Yet that access was a highly con
trolled access (politically, economically, 
social status). one that maximized urban 
viewpoints and largely ignored rural ones. 

Hill described one study, from 
Buckingham County, Virginia. A new, 
modern multi-specialty clinic had been 
built. yet it was poorly utilized. Middle 
class and aspiring middle class patients 
refused to travel to what they perceived 
as the "welfare" clinic. Perception of 
space, or cultural geography, and not dis
tance alone. is an important. often ne
glected consideration in planning the lo
cation of new medical facilities. Rural 
peoples throughout the American ( United 
States) South, Midwest, and West often 
travel large distances (say, I 00-150 miles) 
for family visiting, shopping, and the like. 
The question of "Where?" is inseparable 
from the question of"How far?" 

In summary. many rural clinicians' ob
jection is not to telecommunication net
works per se, but to the sense of disrespect. 
of discounting, that is imbcdded in the 
planning and implementation of the 
projects. Rural Oklahomans often remind 
me that they are hardly the backward. 
simple, country folk they are often por
trayed to be. Grain and cattle farming re
quire much high technological and scien
tific skill. And no sooner do the farm 
implement companies develop tractors, 
balers. and combines that are safer than 
farmers fi!!ure out how to take them apart 
and "jerr/ rig" them themselves! Rural 
physicians and their colleagues have in
creasingly linked themselves to computer 
networks of national medical databases 
and personal networks. Such linkage 
helps to reduce the sense of isolation and 
to help rural practitioners keep up with 
current medical advances. What they re
ject is the image of medical technology as 
·self-standing, an independent variable.
when it also symbolizes rural-urban rela
tionships. "Technology transfer," they re
mind me. is never merely about technol
ogy, but about networks of relationships.

SpC'l-ial /.1·s11!' m1 Ok/ulw11w Fffe /11quil: 

meanings. and power - topics which ot'
ten may not be discussed at the confer
ence table. 

RUR.\L A'\l) LiRBA'\, BACK\\ARl)'\ESS \'\l) 
CuTTJ:--G Encr: A V1G:--ETTE (#3) 

.lust as the i nterna I ization of (projected) 
stigma can be devastating in inter-ethnic 
and inter-reli!!ious relations. it can be 
equally destru;tive in one's estimation of 
self-worth - and. by extension, the worth 
of place - in urban-rural relations. Around 
1985, L. W. Patzkowsky. M.D., the medi
cal director of the Enid Family Medicine 
Clinic. a rural Family Medicine residency 
training site. called me aside to visit. He 
was also my supervisor at this work-site. 
He said, with urgency and embarrassment: 

Howard, J'mjust an old country doc
tor. I knew families because I prac
ticed in the small town of Kiowa. Kan
sas. for 25 years. and I got to know 
them the old fashioned way. One a 
time. I !!Ot to know their stories. But 
with Bill Doherty and Mac Baird now 
in the Department , I feel way behind. 
(William D0he11y. Ph.D., and Macaran 
Baird, M.D., had recently published 
[ 1983] Family Therap_1' and Familr
Medicine: The Primarr Care ofFwni
lies, a work that, even· when i11 manu
script form, had been touted by the 
chair and others as The Book. ""The 
Bible." a sacred text, one required by 
everyone in the department, and one 
that would "put the department on the 
map" and help give Family Medicine 
stature in medicine.) Would you set me 
down one of these days and teach me 
about ·family systems"! It's a whole 
new world, and I guess I don't know 
about families as I should. I don't 
know their lanl!uage. All I know is that 
I got to know�my patients by taking 
care of them for many years, by listen
ing to them. I guess I just missed a 
lot. ... 

As he spoke, my eyes began to water. 
was shaking my head from side to side. 
incredulous at what I was hearing. I felt 
humiliation in his behalf Here was a man 
whose medical chart notes on the personal 
and family history of clinic patients were 
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like little paragraphs out of a novel or short 
story. The people and their lives as well 
as their ailments leapt off the page. Once. 
!_had b�g.un long-term counseling of a pa
tient ot his based exclusively on a reading 
of her chart- he was too occupied at the 
moment to sit down and visit with me 
about her. I said to him that, certainly I 
W?L!ld tell him the principles and language 
ot family systems medicine that I knew, 
but that I couldn't accept a world that had 
made HIM of all people feel inferior and 
backwards, when in fact HE had so much 
to teach us, the younger and ostensibly 
more rigorously scientific of the genera
tions. 

What kind of disrespectful world of 
clinical education are we creating. I won
dered, where many of those who had so 
much to offer were intimidated into feel
ing they had nothing to teach but, instead. 
had to learn all over again? Certainly I 
could acquaint him with family systems 
theories and clinical models. but in the 
very least. did the new and the old. the big 
city and the small town. both have not to 
learn from one another'! Other. non-clini
ca L issues seemed to be at stake and to 
permeate the ostensibly linguistic and 
methodological differences: social status. 
narcissism, power, to name but three. 
Among the processes at work was, I be
lieve. what Freud termed the '"narcissism 
of minor differences"' ( 1930), a narcissism 
that induces one group to believe that it 
'"knows." that it possesses truth. and that 
another group knows little or nothinu of 
merit. and that induces self'-doubt 'and 
shame ( and often compensatory pride) in 
the devalued group. 

S-r,,n 1s A:\D RL11u1. Mro1c1:-.r.: V1c;:-.F.TTF.

(#4) 
A chronic conflict in cultural identity 

within the discipline Family Medicine over 
its thirty-year history ha� been between 
those who advocate '"ruraL"' and those who 
advocate '"urban" medicine. Althouuh I 
ha\'e long striven to brid!!e and inteu�ate 
contexts. I have come to be seen by 1;1any 
Family Medicine academic colleal!ues as 
strictly a ruralist rather tha1; as a 
conte.xtualist -- since one is culturally per
mitted to be in only one camp. not both, 
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A linguistic cognate of the ruraL urban 
conflict is that between two domains: (I) 
community-based medical traininl! and 
practice sites (whether those sites ar� !.!eo
graphically remote or located within�the 
city), and (2) urban, academic. health sci
ences health sciences center-based medi
cal training and practice sites. 

The following personal example illus
trates the role of us/them. inside/outside, 
urban/rural. health sciences center/com
munity, distinctions in identity negotiation. 

In 1992. I received the Donald J, 
Blair Friend of Medicine Award from 
the Oklahoma State Medical Associa
tion, It is an annual award bestowed 
to a lay person (non-physician) who is 
seen as having contributed much to the 
health of the state of Oklahoma. I 
learned more than I bargained for about 
cultural identity. and its statuses. when 
my immediate academic supervisor in 
Oklahoma City, himself' an eminent 
family physician teacher and re
searcher. tried to explain to me why 
there was virtually no mention of the 
award in my "home" department: 
"You just don't understand, Howard_ 
You got a 'boonie award' from 'boonie 
doctors.' The award you received 
doesn ·t count at the health sciences 
center. If you were to receive an award 
that counted, it would have to be be
stowed by the health sciences center." 

On this occasion. as on others. he ad
monished me: "You keep asking for re
spect. Don't you understand, you don't 
deserve respect? Your work is mar
ginal to the discipline and to the uni
versity." 

In his lecture to me, he assimilated rural 
physicians into the stigmatized category 
ot supposedly backward. uneducated. un
cultured, hinterland people. folks of the 
''boondocks." He blurred "community" 
physicians even practitioners in the cit
ies -_- with "rural" physicians. saying es
sentially that even urban-based physicians 
who arc not in the academy are just as sec
oml class as physicians who practice in the 
remote '"boondocks_ 

.
. "Boonie" and 

"boondocks" is more a place in the mind 

.i 
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than it is a location in geograrhic space. 
In the realm of social comparison and 
envy. vinually any place fan feel I ike the 
"boonies" relative to another place. or can 
be disparaged as the boondocks" by a 
place that is larger, and associated with 
higher status, than it. 

From his word choice and admonitory 
tone of voice, he was not reporting about 
someone else's culture, but instead he was 
claimin11: its values as his own. To hear this 
was as �ulturally edifying as it was per
sonally devastating. I felt as if my career 
and contribution had been reduced to 
rubble and feces. I wondered whether he 
could elevate his "urban," "academic" stat
ure by identifying me with rural and com
munity "boonies." What, I further won
dered, was the current status of the early 
Family Medicine ideal as advocate for 
underserved groups? In his admonition, 
I felt not only that I had been relegated to 
the hinterland, but likewise the reformist 
philosophy of Family Medicine had been 
demoted if not banished. Clearly, from 
his position, there was little or no room 
for integration. 

CLINICAL MF.mc1NF. AS CuLTu1u1. MF.n1-

c1NF.: FIVE YIGNETTF.S 

The following five brief clinical vi
gnettes ii l ustrate how rurality-as-culture 
colors virtually any facet of clinical real
ity, and in turn how this fact merits con
sideration in any clinical case. rural or ur
ban. Clinical (biomedical) examples will 
range from chest pain, to hospital dis
charge planning, the measurement of cen
tral venous pressure, performance and
evaluation of "routine

., 
laboratory tests, 

and the diagnosis and treatment of head
ache. Together. they will show how cul
ture, identity, group, and sense of place 
play a central role in patient. family, and 
clinician values, decision-making. and 
health-related behavior. 

VIGNETTE #5: RURALITY, SICK ROLE, AND 

GE'iDER 

No "physical" symptom, however com
mon, is without context. Consider the ex
perience of chest pain. The "what" is part 
of the "who," which is in turn part of the 
"where" ( context). A 51 year-old Euro-
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pean American wheat farmer in no11hwest 
Oklahoma comes reluctantly to the hospi
tal emergency room with chest pain. He 
comes at the insistence of his wife. There 
is an implicit treatment timetable to his 
delay in seeking medical treatment. Like 
many rural, European American men, 
when he experienced chest pain. he kept 
it quietly to himsel( and waited for two 
days to tell anyone; he tried to "work it 
off' by mowing the lawn, driving the trac
tor, and other fonns of work. After he told 
his wife about his chest pain. he finally 
agreed to go to the ER only because his 
wife insisted. She becomes his face-sav
ing agent and pretext to seek medical care. 
His presenting complaint is that "My wife 
made me come in." In his own eyes and 
in others', he does not lost his sense of 
masculine pride (often called "macho"). 

There are cultural consequences for go
ing "too early" to the doctor: e.g., shame 
from one's rural male peer group. Medi
cal consequences often clash with cultural 
consequences. The choice often comes to 
losing face (pride) versus risking losing 
one's life. From the (often urban-trained) 
physician's viewpoint. medical conse
quences and restoration to health are the 
paramount cultural consequences, while 
for the rural wheat farmer patient, the fear 
of ostracism and the equation of health 
with the ability to work. are the paramount 
cultural consequences. 

VJG'iETTE # 6: RURALITY AND CLINICAL 

ROLE GENERALIS�I 

This brief vignette is a lesson in rural 
and urban clinical epistemology and role 
assumptions. Rural and urban medicines 
are not and cannot be identical precisely 
because one cannot automatically trans
pose all contexts when one leaves one 
and enters another. I have learned a great 
deal about rural and urban Oklahoma 
culture less by asking questions than by 
being in, and observing. clinical situa
tions where the distinction helps to make 
sense of the nature of the problem. For 
instance. in the early 1980\, a second 
year family physician resident who had 
completed his internship in Oklahoma 
City, approached me as he was prepar
ing to discharge a hospitalized patient 

--
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back to her home in the community in 
Enid. Oklahoma, where he was receiv
ing his residency training. He said ur
gently to me, "'Tell me where I can get a 
medical social worker to do the dis
charge planning." 

I said to him: "'Here. like in a lot of 
rural medicine, you ARE the medical 
social worker. A rural doc has to be 
much more of a generalist than in cities. 
You need to get to know the town well 
enough either to do the planning your
self: or to develop some of those skills 
in nursing or other staff Let's talk about 
what medical and social needs you've 
identified and what we can put together 
with the types of people who are here.'' 
He was rudely awakened - and dis
pleased - by the differences in cultural 
reality between urban and rural practice. 
He had expected to be able to move on 
quickly to the next clinic patients, and 
not have to get "bogged down" in per
forming for himself roles that he did not 
feel should be his. 

VIGNETTE #7: RURALITY AND ALTER:\A

Tl\'ES TO HIGII TECIINOLOGY 

The following vignette, like the previ
ous one, illustrates the confusion of urban 
with rural realms, and the possibility of 
utilizing context-specific clinical strategies 
to achieve similar clinical ends. A patient 
with an acute myocardial infarction comes 
to the emergency room in a rural Okla
homa hospital. The physician wants to 
find out the central venous pressure 
(CVP). requests a Swan-Ganz pulmonary 
artery catheter. or an echocardiogram, nei
ther of which are possible to order here. 
The solution. a hospital nurse tells him. is 
to check the neck veins for jugular venous 
distension (JVD). That is. if the neck veins 
bulge. high blood pressure may be in
ferred. 

The larger cultural-clinical lesson here 
is that in rural medicine. many high cost. 
high technology tests and procedures are 
not immediately available. In many cases. 
rural clinicians have developed alternate. 
low-cost means of approximating the kinds 
of biomedical data they seek. 
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VIG:\ETTE #8: Rl'R\LITY, MEDICl:\E, Tl�IE. 

\\'L\TIIER, A:\D D1ST.\:\CE 

Many American (including Oklahoman) 
physicians prefer to treat their patients in 
hospitals rather than in outpatient ( ambu
latory care) settings, because inpatient fa
cilities offer the promise of greater con
trol over the patient's medical condition. 
Yet that wished-for control is often illu
sory and elusive - and not only in rural 
locales. The following vignette illustrates 
how generically rural and specifically 
Oklahoman factors can intervene to com
plicate the course of hospital-based medi
cal care, especially when only urban val
ues and expectations are taken into con
sideration. 

A patient is hospitalized with severe 
breathing problems, uncontrolled by out
patient treatment. Part of the medical 
work-up is to rule out the presence of tu
berculosis. The test is performed in a ru
ral Oklahoma hospital. The lab, however. 
that can determine the presence or absence 
of TB is in Dallas. The test takes place 
during a severe ice storm that plays havoc 
with the southern Great Plains. It will take 
at best 3-4 days to receive the test results. 
Treatment alternatives are sought based on 
the interplay of distance, travel, weather. 
time, loss of control. expectations, and 
frustration. 

This scenario is frequently played out in 
Oklahoma and in many neighboring states 
where ice storms and treacherous winds 
bring to a virtual halt all ground and even 
emergency medical air transportation. On 
occasion. the ice storms will interrupt tele
phone and other communication networks. 
Perhaps more dramatically than any other 
cultural situation, these circumstances 
make explicit the clash between the wish 
to control nature ( including disease)- the
presumption that even it can be "managed 

..

-- and the recalcitrance of nature. a dual
ity more extreme in urban than in rural 
culture. 

YIG:\ETTE #9: Rt'RALITY, MEDICl:\E \ND 

TIIE STATl'S hEQl'·\LIT\' OF DISEASES 

This final vignette illustrates how even 
the seemingly most commonplace features 
of American medicine are not immune to 
rural-urban contextual considerations. 

- -
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Consider the common symptom or "com
plaint" of a "headache.-- The context ora 
patient's "presentation" or a symptom to 
a physician in the office or hospital par
tially determines which diseases will be 
considered { that is, enter the physician's 
"differential diagnosis" list). 

For the common symptom of "head
ache." urban and highly academic center
oriented physicians will tend to think of 
complex, rare diseases. often called "ze
bras." The detective search for these in
ternal medicine entities is both exciting 
and high status ( Stein 1990). More ordi
nary causes are or far less interest than 
unusual ones. In rural Oklahoma, both 
equine (horse) and bovine ( cow) encepha
litis often "present'' with the symptom or 
headache. Yet, because many urban-ori
ented physicians tend not to think of these 
common, low-status, diseases, the correct 
diagnosis might be missed, or take longer 
to make and therefore correctly treat. 

This vignette reflects a larger contextual 
issue in clinical methodology. If I may 
borrow from George Orwell's novel, Ani

mal Farm, "Some diseases are more equal 
than others." That is. diseases are not alike 
symbolically. The etiuemic. official/un
official distinction. helps to account for the 
social status of diagnoses. In making bio
medical measurements, rural and urban 
physicians implicitly ask themselves: How 
do we measure'1 What do we think we 
should measure'! What do we rel2.ard as 
wo11h measuring? What "units"�count? 
What makes us feel good, competent? 
These universal issues become played out 
on the cultural landscape of the conflict
ridden relationship between rural and ur
ban medicine in Oklahoma, and elsewhere 
as well. 

CO'\CUJSIONS AN[) hlPI.IC\TIO:\S 

This paper has explored issues in Okla
homa rural health care insofar as they are 
governed by out-of-awareness differences 
in rural-urban perspectives. Specifically. 
I have explored rural and urban ideolo
gies of place and the identities they ex
press and sustain. I have argued that the 
rural/urban distinction is a bona fide cul
tural distinction and opposition. one that 
is driven by often-reciprocal group stereo-
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types that safeguards the boundary be
tween rural and urban identities. 

Vignettes from my twenty-three years of 
clinically applied anthropology in Okla
homa have illustrated the operation and 
tenacity of this cultural oppositional sys
tem ( Spicer 1971) within ostensibly "the 
same·· state and national culture. I have 
argued specifically that psychologically 
and historically rooted stereotypes of the 
cultural "other" by urban-based academic 
health sciences centers and hospitals im
pede the delivery of culturally-sensitive 
health care to countless rural areas. Usu
ally unstated assumptions about group, 
culture. identity, place. and sense of place 
are at least partly responsible for the in
tractability of problems that are more nar
rowly defined as issues in "rural health 
care delivery." Ideologies of place play 
decisive roles in rural health care decision
making on large and small scales alike. 

The � .. lens .. � of ethnocentrism is one 
through which people commonly view and 
(mis-)understand "otherness." Its 
distortive potential increases with the anxi
ety that surrounds the subject matter. Ru
ral-urban distinctions have long been emo
tionally charged and are heir to this hu
man legacy, one that is usually associated 
with ethnicity. nationality. and religion. 

In Oklahoma and elsewhere, proposed 
healthcare "solutions" in rurally 
underserved areas are constrained to the 
degree that they fail to recognize "rural" 
and "urban" to be inter-linked cultural sys
tems. In Oklahoma and elsewhere, we -
an inclusive "we" -- can genuinely address, 
and perhaps solve. problems ofrural health 
care only ifwe are willing and able to per
ceive rurally lived life on '"its" own terms 
- rather than as extensions of urban-based
stereotypes steeped in ideologies of ro
manticism and condescension.

Attention to others· lived and experi
enced lives - rural. urban, and otherwise 
-- can improve health care as we come to 
realize that much we had thoul2.ht to be 
"pure" perception was heavily informed 
by prejudice - that was in turn distorted 
by projection. A rural-urban health care 
dialogue might well begin with the basic 
question: "What is it like to be you?" Rural 
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health planning will best be served by ap
proaches that acknowledge rural and ur
ban "places" to constitute bona fide cul
tural groups. each having a distinctive 
identity tied to a sense of place. 
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THE LEGACY OF 0KLAIIO\IA'S TERRY D. LAWSUIT 

Jon Trzcinski, LCSW 

Abstract 

In 1978, Oklahoma's child welfare and juvenile justice systems were sued by Legal Aid 
of Western Oklahoma, the National Youth Law Center and the American Civil Liberties 
Union concerning conditions in the state's child care institutions. The suit alleged abuse of 
children and youth through extreme restraint practices, isolation, and physical punish
ment. It further alleged that the institutions were not properly staff, were located in isolated 
rural areas that made it impossible to find qualified professional staff, and sometimes the 
institutions housed deprived and delinquent children together. Specifically, it was alleged 
that deprived children were sometimes transferred, without due process protections, from 
non-secure, open settings to secure institutions designed to house delinquent youth. During 
the nearly twenty years of litigation, the state's juvenile justice and child welfare systems 
underwent extensive changes and the lawsuit was finally settled. At the final hearing, the 
Honorable Ralph J. Thompson, Federal Judge in the case, commented that the state had 
made a "journey from dark into light." This historical essay explores what happened, what 
changes were made, how settlement was reached, and what has transpired since federal 
court involvement ended. It explores the legacy of this litigation and the prospects for 
using such an event as an effective and lasting change agent. 

Oklahomans have long prided them
selves on being a caring and compassion
ate people. Following the Oklahoma City 
bombing of April 19. 1995 or the disas
trous tornado of May 3. 1999 citizens from 
all walks of life pitched in to help not just 
their friends and neighbors hut also total 
strangers. This caring way of life is 
thought to be a pan of Oklahoma\ heri
tage and is extended to providing for de
prived and delinquent children as well. 

From the earliest clays of statehood. 
Oklahomans endeavored to provide for 
children who had no place to go or who 
found themselves in trouble. Over the 
years the state provided homes and ser
vices for children in a series of large pub
lic institutions. But as time went by some
thing went wrong. The facilities which 
were intended to serve as a refuge for un
fortunate children became isolated. anti
quated and troubled. It was as if Okla
homa had forgotten a segment of its popu
lation and. if Oklahomans thought about 
it at all. were satisfied that the state's de
prived and delinquent children were be
ing taken care of in safe havens. Unfortu
nately. this was not the case ( Durrill 1978: 

I & 15). 
By the late l 970's. Oklahoma ·s 

children's institutions were an operational 
pan of the Department of Human Services 
(OHS) and had a capacity of 1211 beds 
(Buckner 1987: I). The OHS had been 
headed by Director Lloyd E. Racier since 
the early I 950's. Mr. Racier and his chief 
subordinates believed that large congregate 
care facilities were fit and proper places 
to raise children. With one exception, the 
institutions were located in small rural 
communities such as Taft, Helena, Bolev 
and Pryor. The lone exception was a ne� 
facility located near Tulsa (Trzcinski 1996: 
92). 

Despite his considerable administrative 
skill. Mr. Racier allowed the institutions to 
become isolated from the national 
children's services community. As a re
sult. local practices developed that. when 
exposed, caused great controversy and 
consternation (Pearson 1994: 3). Rumors 
of extensive use of security cells and iso
lation rooms. even in institutions for de
prived children. began to surface. The 
practice of "'hog tying" (the shackling of 
hands and feet together behind one ·s back) 
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was alleged to be commonplace (Taylor 
1998: I J 

At about the same time. the nation be
gan to be exposed to allegations of sys
temic abuses of children residing in insti
tutional care. Kenneth Wooden in his land
mark book IVe!!ping /11 The Plartime 0( 
Others cites Texas· 1973 Morales v. 
Turman case as being one of the nation ·s 
first wake-up calls to constitutional issues 
involving children ( 1976: 4-7). Wooden 
detailed on a national scale abuses in a 
juvenile justice system he described as "a 
fom1idable fortress. built with the power
ful forces of status quo and vested self
interest and reinforced by traditional think
ing and political realities ( 1976: 232)." 
While Wooden"s book only mentions 
Oklahoma one time. he could have been 
writing specifically of the Sooner State. 
Barry Krisberg later noted that juvenile 
correctional facilities were, generally 
speaking. "almost impervious to change 
(1996:47)." 

TERRI' D. l; RADER 

In January, 1978. lawyers from Legal 
Aid of Western Oklahoma. the National 
Center for Youth Law and the National 
Prison Project of the American Civil Lib
erties Union filed a lawsuit in Federal 
Court concerning unconstitutional condi
tions alleged to exist in Oklahoma "s insti
tutions. The case became known as Tern· 
D. vs. Rader because Terry D. was the first
name on a list of children who were seek
ing relief The suit alleged that the state
abused its youth through the use of extreme
restraint practices, isolation, and physical
punishment. The suit further alleged that
the institutions were not properly staffed,
were located in isolated rural areas that
made it impossible to find qualified pro
fessional staff, and sometimes housed de
prived and delinquent children together.
Specifically, it was alleged that deprived
children were sometimes transferred, with
out due process protections. from non-se
cure, open settings to secure institutions
designed to house delinquent youth
(Trzcinski 1990: 194 ).

In its twenty years of life. the lawsuit 
took all of its participants on a strange trip. 

The first years of litigation were bitterly 
contested. Later. the lawsuit became less 
contentious and the two sides worked to
gether with an attitude of cautious coop
eration. The OHS went through six direc
tors, seven juvenile justice administrators 
and five child welfare administrators. 
There was a similar number of lead attor
neys for the state. The Plaintiffs' side was 
more stable with Stephen Novick leading 
their effort throughout the course of the 
suit. During the lite of the lawsuit, the 
author of this article worked as a senior 
level staff person for both the OHS and 
the Office of Juvenile Affairs (OJA). In 
this capacity, the author served as the liai
son to the Federal Court's Monitor for both 
the OJA and then the OHS. As such he 
was deeply involved in the eventual settle
ment of the case. 

In 1984 a Consent Decree was signed 
by the parties. The Consent Decree es
tablished rules for the operation of the in
stitutions including removal of deprived 
children from large congregate care. The 
Consent Decree also established para
meters for the use of restraints and the use 
of isolation in the institutions. It required 
the state to seek accreditation of its juve
nile justice programs from the American 
Correctional Association (ACA) and from 
the Council On Accreditation (COA) for 
its child welfare programs. Perhaps most 
significantly, the Consent Decree directed 
that the state develop a '"balanced system" 
of community programs for custody youth, 
although it did not define what constituted 
a "balanced system" of community pro
grams ( 1984: 8). 

The Department worked diligently to 
implement its unofficial and non-court 
sanctioned understanding of the require
ments of the Consent Decree. It closed its 
two large institutions which served de
prived children and began developing a 
system of community placements. In ad
dition. the Department closed three insti
tutions which had served delinquent chil
dren. Secure operations were available at 
only two remaining sites that could house 
a total of212 youth (Buckner 1987: 1 ). 

The OHS actively pursued accreditation 
of its various programs. The Depanment's 
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child welfare system became the first state
wide program in the nation to achieve ac
creditation from the COA and the 
Department's programs for delinquents 
became accredited through the ACA. 
These significant achievements were not 
reached without resistance from some ad
ministrators and line staff Some believed 
accreditation was a '"paper process" that 
1!Uaranteed little. Others wondered why 
the agency had to follow national stan
dards. It was not uncommon to hear the 
comment. "Oklahomans know what is best 
for Oklahoma." Despite such resistance 
there was little room for hesitancy; both 
the Consent Decree and state statute re
quired OHS programs to achieve and 
maintain accreditation (Trzcinski 1990: 
196). 

By 1992. the parties had agreed upon an 
implementation plan to delineate the ac
tions necessary to end the suit. Judge 
Ralph Thompson appointed Paul DeMuro 
of Montclair. New Jersey. to serve as the 
Court's Monitor. De Muro ·s task was two
fold: to assure the parties remained in 
agreement and to monitor the implemen
tation of the court approved plan. 

Between 1992 and 1995 the OHS. with 
the support of the Governor and the Leg
islature. began active implementation of 
the plan. Perhaps the most significant part 
of the plan was the creation of the Okla
homa Children's Initiative (OCI). designed 
to assure compliance with that part of the 
Consent Decree which mandated "a sys
tem or balanced community services 
( 1984: 8 )." The OCI included indepen
dent living services. comprehensive home
based services. educational advocacy and 
other programs which had not previously 
existed in Oklahoma and were contracted 
to private service providers located 
throughout the state. The Legislature and 
Governor provided funding to assure that 
specific target levels of sen ice could.mer 
time. be met. This public and pri\ ate sec
tor collaboration was the largest partner
ship or its type in Oklahoma's history. 

The implementation plan also required 
the Department adopt a philosophy of
.. strengths and needs based 

.
. assessments 

and case planning to assure that children. 
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youth and their families received individu
ally designed services to assist them in 
meeting their goals. Previously. treatment 
plans. if they existed at all. had focused 
on simple assessments which typically 
stated only a broad goal (e.g .. "The par
ents are required to stop drinking and abus
ing their children"). Under the philoso
phy of strengths and needs based assess
ments. treatment plans were to become 
much more detailed and specific in regard 
to how goals were set and how they were 
to be achieved. The new philosophy re
quired the staff to increase the involvement 
of parents and children in developing and 
carrying out the plans (Beyer. De Muro and 
Schwartz 1990: 59). Even with a massive 
training effort and top administrative sup
port, the concept was not well received by 
the staff. 

Two independent evaluations of the 
Department's progress in this area were 
conducted by the University of 
Oklahoma's School of Social Work. De
spite intense training for line staff. the ini
tial results were not encouraging. Gener
ally, it appeared that staff were not adept 
at the new techniques and saw the in
creased family/client participation as hav
ing dubious value (Rosenthal. Baker and 
Atkinson 1993; Rosenthal and Greenwood 
1996). This would be an area of concern 
for the Department and the Court Moni
tor until the final days of the suit ( DeM uro 
1997: 2). 

In 1995. the changing political climate 
and the public ·s concern over a perceived 
rise in juvenile crime brought about the 
creation ofa new state agency to take over 
the operation of Oklahoma's juvenile jus
tice system. On July I, 1995. the Office 
of Juvenile Affairs (OJA) took over the 
operation of the state's juvenile justice 
programs. All employees. programs and 
facilities in the state's juvenile corrections 
system were transferred from the OHS to 
the new agency. Child welfare programs 
remained with the OHS 

With the two service systems now oper
ated by separate agencies. OHS and OJA 
re-negotiated their respective court ap
proved implementation plans. but the Con
sent Decree remained applicable to both. 
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Each agency had its own legal team and 
from that time forward. there was very 
little coordination between the two. Both 
agencies desired to bring an end to the liti
gation but took different paths toward 
achieving this goal. 

OJ A's EFFORT TO E,-,;o THE LAWSUIT 

The new Director of the OJA announced 
that his first and primary task was to '"end 
Federal Court involvement"' in the state's 
juvenile corrections programs; a position 
he reiterated numerous times ( Lackey 
1997). The new agency took an aggres
sive stance that the suit would end by ne
gotiation or litigation. The OJA devoted 
a great deal of effort to complying with 
the letter of its implementation plan and 
the administration did a commendable job 
of marshaling its resources to achieve com
pliance. A new study ofOJA's "strengths 
and needs based" service planning re
vealed that the agency had met this goal. 
Additionally, the specific numeric levels 
of services delivered to youth and their 
families under the OCI increased and 
eventually reached the levels of service 
contemplated under the implementation 
plan (DeMuro 1996: I 0). 

When the OJA administration felt cer
tain that all target levels and other terms 
of the implementation plan had been 
reached, the parties began negotiation of 
a dismissal order. The OJA administra
tion took the position that the terms of the 
plan had been achieved; the plaintiffs 
pointed to several possible shortfalls and 
did not agree that comp I iance had been 
reached. In a '"land for peace" agreement 
the two parties reached a compromise. In 
exchange for the plaintiffs not opposing 
the dismissal, OJA offered to agree to sev
eral conditions which would be a part of 
the final settlement order ( De Muro 1996: 
9-10).

The settlement included agreements on
limiting the use of isolation and mechani
cal restraints in the juvenile institutions and 
continued accreditation of all programs by 
the ACA. It was agreed that mechanical 
restraints could only be used "to transport 
a violently out of control child to a place 
of confinement, but only after less restric-
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tive methods of control have failed. When 
restraints are employed in this situation. 
they shall be removed as soon as the child 
regains control or is confined, whichever 
comes first (OJA Tern· D. 1: Rader Dis
missal Order 1996: 9� I 0)." Addition
ally, it was agreed that placement in a se
curity room can not exceed three hours and 
the child must be released when he or she 
has gained control of themselves (OJA 
Tern· D. 1•. Rader Dismissal Order 1996: 
9-10).

It was agreed that non-compliance with
these requirements would allow the plain
tiffs to move for a reinstatement of the law
suit (OJA Teny D. v. Rader Dismissal 
Order 1996: 4). In summary, OJA 
achieved a much heralded dismissal of the 
suit and the plaintiffs received assurances 
that perpetual safeguards would remain to 
prevent the reestablishment of previous 
onerous practices. 

The OJA portion of the lawsuit was con
ditionally dismissed in April. 1996. The 
parties agreed, and the Court ordered. that 
OJA would submit to six months of moni
toring to assure that compliance was main
tained. Court Monitor DeMuro certified 
compliance at the end of October, 1996 
and final conditional dismissal was granted 
by Judge Thompson. At the final hearing 
for the OJA case. Judge Ralph Thompson 
commented that Oklahoma "had made a 
journey from dark to light'' in the manner 
in which it treated its troubled children 
(Thompson 1997: I). 

OHS' EFFORTS TO E!\D THE LAWSlllT 

The administrative staff of the Depart
ment of Human Services appeared stung 
by the early dismissal of OJA and in
creased its effo11s to end the case. Work
ing with the plaintiffs' attorney and the 
Court Monitor. the DJ-IS identified several 
critical issues requiring resolution. These 
included determining the status of the 
Department's commitment to implement 
strengths and needs based assessments and 
case planning, assuring that numeric tar
get levels of services were being met 
through the OCL and displaying contin
ued progress towards resolving issues sur
rounding the OHS operated emergency 
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shelters in Tulsa and Oklahoma City 
(DeMuro 1997: 7-8). 

In an effort to resolve long-standing 
problems at the two DHS shelters (Bond 
and Moore I 982: 22-23 ). the Depa11ment 
agreed to establish a system of emergency 
foster care to assure that children under 
the age of six would not spend more than 
a few hours at the shelters. The Depart
ment also agreed it would not allow the 
population at either shelter to exceed its 
licensed capacity. Finally, the Department 
agreed to move all children in the shelters 
to alternate placements or home as quickly 
as possible. The DHS committed through 
its formal policies that under no circum
stances would any chi Id stay over sixty 
days in a DHS operated shelter. The policy 
included the designation of a representa
tive of the DHS Director whose function 
would be to assure that no child remained 
in the shelters for over the agreed upon 
sixty days ( De Muro 1997: 6 ). Optimism 
was high that a problem in existence since 
the 1975 creation of the first OHS oper
ated shelter would finally be corrected 
(Trzcinski 1997:1-2). 

About the time that the OJA portion of 
the lawsuit was being dismissed. the DHS 
got another discouraging report about its 
strengths and needs based treatment plan
ning (DeMuro 1996: 2-3). An internal 
report indicated the Depai1ment 's staff had 
still not implemented the concept ( Linam 
undated). As a result. the Department 
agreed to a massive training effort requir
ing participation by all child welfare line 
staff and supervisors. The parties agreed 
that following the training another study 
of the status of strengths and needs based 
assessment and planning would be con
ducted (DeMuro 1997: 7). 

However. since the OC I numeric target 
service levels were being met, the agree
ments regarding shelter practices had been 
put in policy. accreditation had been 
achieved and other conditions of the 
implementation plan and Consent Decree 
had been met. the parties agreed to a dis
missal of the suit prior to completion of 
the treatment plan study. Judge Thomp
son dismissed the lawsuit in January. 1998 
(Taylor 1998: I). 
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The treatment plan and assessment study 
was completed a few months later 
( Herrerias 1999). The training effort had 
been effective and the Court Monitor ac
cepted the report that the Department had 
complied with the terms of the settlement 
agreement. The Terry D. lawsuit was over 
some twenty years atier it was first tiled 
(DeMuro 1998: 1-2). 

Both state agencies had achieved their 
goals. The OJA in 1996 and the OHS in 
1998. The most significant difference 
between the two Dismissal Orders was the 
existence of conditions which the OJA 
must continue to meet. No such "legacy 
conditions" existed for the DHS. 

Following dismissal of any class action 
lawsuit, it is prudent to examine whether 
the changes brought about by the litiga
tion have become an operational part of 
the agency's program culture. When the 
"scaffolding" of the Federal Court is re
moved, which court ordered programs will 
continue and which will not? Did the 
changes that came about through the ef
forts of so many persons survive; or, will 
the changes be dismantled and the agency 
move in a different direction? 

THE DEP,\RTMENT OF Hu,L\:\ SERVICES: 

PosT TERRY D. 

The DHS has no legacy agreement with 
which it must comply. It now operates 
under the mandates of state and federal 
law, the rules and regulations which come 
with federal funding, its own policies and 
procedures. and the COA standards. 

The current administrator for child wel
fare services stated in an interview with 
the author that the Department remains 
committed to the progress and changes 
which occurred as a result of the Terry D. 
lawsuit. In keeping with current social 
work thought, the administrator indicated 
that the agency is working to become less 
focused upon process matters and more 
on overall outcomes ( Ballard 2000). 

For example. during the lawsuit much 
effort was made to assure that case plan
ning focused upon the strengths and needs 
of clients. While strengths and needs 
based training is still a pai1 of the agency's 
ne,, employee core training. the OHS is 
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now focusing its efforts on impediments 
that pre\'ent the achievement of safety. 
well-being and permanence for children. 
The Department is working to detem1ine 
\Vhat must take place to move children 
through the child welfare system in order 
to achieve family reunification. adoption. 
or in a few instances. placement in a long 
term setting or in independent living. 
Agency leaders state that rather than do 
another study of case planning. the agency 
is preparing to study its longest term cases 
to determine what needs to be done in or
der to achieve some sort of permanency 
for the child. The results of the study will 
influence the future planning of the agency 
(Ballard 2000). 

The OHS has reorganized the Oklahoma 
Children ·s Initiative. It is now called the 
Oklahoma Children's Services (OCS). 
According to OHS officials, the services 
have been somewhat restructured to pro
vide greater accountability for expendi
tures and results. While some of the basic 
components of OCI are still recognizable 
in the OCS. there is now increased moni
toring of what actually happens to the 
families involved and the manner in which 
the money is spent separate from OCS. a 
"contingency fund" has been established 
which allows local staff to spend limited 
money to assist a family in overcoming 
problems which may hinder a child's re
turn home. For example, up to S750 per 
family can be spent for things such as au
tomobile repair. bedding, utility deposits 
and so frirth (Ballard 2000). 

The OHS reports they have sustained a 
S300.000 (4.3%,) reduction in the amount 
of funding for the OCS during the Fiscal 
Year 1999-2000. The agency indicates 
that a recent round of general budget cuts 
were mandated by the Governor and Leg
islature and. since not al I money eannarked 
for OCI/OCS had always been spent. the 
reduction was ordered. Ironically. the 
agency reports that service utilization has 
increased and they are now experiencing 
shortfalls in this area. The OHS also re
ports there is now a waiting list for ser
vices for some clients (Ballard '.2000). 

Two years following the dismissal of the 
lawsuit. the OHS acknowledges it still 
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experiences problems managing the popu
lations of the two shelters and acknowl
edges that length of stay continues to be 
an issue The agency reports that gener
ally the shelters operate under their li
censed capacities and children under the 
age of six do not typically spend more than 
a few hours at the shelters before going to 
emergency foster care ( Ballard 2000). 
Speaking upon a guarantee of anonymity. 
several OHS shelter personnel commented 
to the author that teenagers. minority chil
dren and children with behavioral prob
lems sometimes still experience unaccept
able lengths of stay and small children 
sometimes stay longer than the OHS ad
ministration would care to admit . If true. 
the safeguards set in place at the end of 
the lawsuit have not been entirely success
ful in assuring that no child remains in shel
ter care over sixty days. and the Depart
ment is frequently in violation of its own 
policy concerning maximum length of stay, 

Within the OHS. there seems to be no 
consensus on how to remedy the problems 
of shelter care and, thus, no effective ac
tion to correct the problem. Oklahoma 
state law (Title I 0: 7004-1.1) clearly pro
hibits placement of deprived children in 
an institution operated by the OHS; the 
OHS shelters are. however, designated as 

"emergency shelters," When children stay 
beyond the sixty day maximum set by OHS 
policy, the shelters functionally become 
"public institutions." One of the ft.mda
mental tenets of the Terry D. case was that 
deprived children who cannot go home 
have a right to live in "home-like" com
munity-based settings( Ten:i- D. v. Rader 
Consent Decree 1984: 7). Failure to ef
fectively deal with this issue creates a risk 
similar to that foced by children placed in 
public institutions prior to the filing of the 
lawsuit in 1978. While staff and adminis
trators in OHS often speak of doing "what 
is in the best interest of the child." 
( DeM uro 1996: 7-8) they have not yet rem
edied this serious problem. 

The OHS remains committed to accredi
tation by the COA. There is recognition 
among staff that the new COA standards 
mandating a system of"Continuous Qual
ity Improvement" will be ditticult to meet 
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However, both the child welfare division 
head and the Director of Human Sen·ices 
support accreditation and will continue to 
maintain it ( Ballard 2000). 

TIIE OFFICE OF JU\'ENILE AFFAIRS: PosT 
TERRY D. 

The Director of the Office of Juvenile 
Affairs did not respond to requests for an 
interview to discuss what has happened 
within the agency since the dismissal of 
the Terry D. lawsuit in 1996. The agency 
did provide a copy of its latest annual re
port in which the OJA's "Promise Ap
proach" to juvenile justice is explained. 
In Future Focus: The Promise Approach.
1999 OJA ANNUAL REPORT, then OJA 
Director, Jerry Regier wrote. "In this ap
proacl1 we tell the youth that there are cer
tain and swifl: consequences for delinquent 
and criminal behavior. We will not toler
ate his anti-social actions. We will not 
tolerate his d isrespect and self
centeredness. He is responsible for his 
behavior and must change, and we will 
help him to change while he is in our cus
tody by holding him accountable and pro
viding tools to change (2000: 4)." 

There has been a si!mificant increase in 
secure and "staff sec�ure" beds for juve
nile offenders, including an mcrease of 
capacity at the existing facilitit'.s in Sands 
Springs and Tecumseh. Prior to the cre
ation of the OJA, the legislature authorized 
the creation of a new state operated me
dium security institution at Manitou. Okla
homa. The new institution became opera
tional dur ing 1996 and added approxi
mately 80 secure beds to Oklahoma ·s sys
tem. The OJA also contracted for a pri
vately operated medium secure training 
school. with a capacity of approximately 
80. located at Union City. Oklahoma. This
facility became operational in I 998.

The OJA has become a leading propo
nent of boot camps forjuvenilc offenders. 
During the final days of the lawsuit, nego
tiations began with Vision()uest for the 
operation ofa boot camp in Faxon. Okla
homa. These negotiations and plans were 
not discussed with the plaintiffs and Court 
Monitor. The OJA has also contracted for 
a second bout camp operated by the Okla-
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homa National Guard in Pryor, Oklahoma. 
on the site of the former Whittaker 
Children's Home which was closed dur
ing the Terry D. lawsuit. The Terry D. 
issue oflocating facilities in rural areas of 
the state where qualified staff are difficult 
to hire and retain seems to have been ig
nored. 

In 1999, the OJA dismantled its Okla
homa Children ·s Initiative, which was a 
significant part of the "new" programs 
mandated under the lawsuit. The OJA has 
redirected much of the OCl funding into 
its State Transition and Reintegration Sys
tem (STARS). STARS is operated through 
a contract with the Oklahoma Military 
Department and is described as a program 
to provide "accountability, control and 
disciplinary services for OJA youth return
ing to their home communities from juve
nile justice system placements (OJA 2000: 
17)." 

Perhaps of greatest concern and most 
difficult to ascertain is the quality of life 
and conditions of confinement in the OJA's 
secure institutions. The Dismissal Order 
required that certain conditions in the in
stitutions be maintained including restric
tions on the use of solitary confinement 
and mechanical restraints. Solitary con
finement is defined as "'the involuntary 
removal of a child from contact with other 
persons by confinement in a locked room. 
including the child's room. except during 
normal sleeping hours ( OJA Dismissal 
Order 1996: 8-9)" The Dismissal Order 
further states. '"No child shall remain in 
solitary confinement in excess of three (3) 
hours. As soon as the child is sufficiently 
under control so as to no longer pose a 
serious and immediate danger to himself 
or others. the child shall be released from 
solitary confinement. The use of consecu
tive periods of solitary confinement to 
evade the spirit and purpose of this sec
tion is prohibited ( 1996: 9 J .. The Dis
missal Order also addresses the use of 
mechanical restraints by the OJA. The 
Dismissal Order states mechanical re
straints can be used. '"Within OJA institu
tions. to transport a violently out of con
trol child to a place of confinement. but 
only after less restrictive'. methods of con-
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trol have failed. When restraints are em
ployed in this situation. they shall be re
moved as soon as the child regains con
trol or is confined. whichever comes first 
( I 996: 9-10)." 

However. regarding the use of restraints. 
the agency's annual report states, "The 
Office of Juvenile Affairs has developed 
a Continuum for the Use of Force in 
Oklahoma ·s juvenile institutions ... The use 
of mechanical restraints and temporary 
monitored placement in a crises manage
ment room may be used in response to 
moderate and high levels of risk (2000: 
17).'' It: as the OJA 1999 Annual Report 
seems to indicate, mechanical restraints 
are used for any other purpose other than 
transporting a youth from one point to 
another there is significant concern about 
compliance with the Terry D. Dismissal 
Order. Similarly, if the use of solitary con
finement is beyond that contemplated in 
the Dismissal Order. the Plaintiffs could 
ask for re-instatement of the Terry D. law
suit. 

TIIE FINAL LF:GAC\ OF TF:RRY D. 

Judge Thompson spoke of Oklahoma 
making "a journey from dark to light." In 
the ensuing years following the dismissal 
of the Terry D. lawsuit there remain ques
tions about the direction both of 
Oklahoma ·s agencies have taken. The 
critical issue for Terry D. 's legacy is how 
well did the agencies learn the lessons of 
the past as evidenced by their program 
efforts following the lawsuit's dismissal. 
What reforms have become systematized 
and what have disappeared'! 

For the Department of Human Services. 
there has clearly been an internalization 
of some of the fundamental issues of the 
case. The agency's leadership appears to 
accept and affirm the basic principles 
which led to a resolution of the case and 
continue to be guided by a dedication to 
the spirit of the settlement. Community 
services are provided and accreditation is 
maintained. However. the Department has 
not resolved the significant issues it faces 
concerning its shelter operations. The 
agency appears to continue to allow long 
lengths of stay at its shelters in violation 
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of the agreements made at the end of the 
!av.suit and its own internal policies.

On the other hand. the Office of Juve
nile Affairs has moved in an entirely dif
ferent direction. The new direction is re
liant upon the use of a growing number of
residential programs and represents a turn
ing away from the community programs
that were created during the lawsuit. The
agency's latest annual report raises ques
tions about the use of isolation rooms and
mechanical restraints in its institutions.
Today. Oklahoma's juvenile justice system
appears to be moving toward the system
of the past by returning to a possible over
reliance upon costly secure and "staff se
cure·· residential programs which are of
ten located in rural and isolated areas of
the state. Community services have been
replaced by ''accountability follow-up.
(Regier 1999: 5)"

Can litigation be a meaningful change
agent'1 In the short run. certainly. Despite
being a painful and costly experience. a
lawsuit can cause an otherwise dormant
system to develop new resources and move
forward. Such was clearly the case in
Oklahoma. As one OHS administrator
commented in 1990, "Mr. Rader loved his
institutions. As painful as it was, it was
the only way we would ever move forward
( Gordon 1990).'. Will the changes last?
Certainly not all changes will last when
the scaffolding of court oversight is re
moved. But if the significant changes are
internalized into the system, some changes
may stand the test of time. If the changes
are not internalized or the management of
the agency has a counter philosophy. the
changes and improvements will likely dis
appear.

When settling a lawsuit that has brought
about sweeping changes, the parties must
consider the future and make an assess
ment of the probabilities of continuing the
progress which has been made. This must
include an assessment of the political cli
mate of the jurisdiction and the people who
will likely become decision makers in the
foreseeable future. While no one can guar
antee the future , every effort should be
made to preserve the best of the progress
which has been made.
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Oklahoma's experience provides a case 
study of two different directions agencies 
can take following the dismissal of such 
an action. One agency is clearly working 
to move forward by preserving many of 
the gains made while under court supervi
sion but still faces serious unresolved is
sues. The second agency seems to have 
turned its back on the lessons of the past 
and appears to be moving toward a return 
to the conditions which originally caused 
the lawsuit to be tiled over twenty years 
ago; a phenomenon Barry Krisberg refers 
to as resembling the popular movie "Back 
To The Future ( 1996: 48).'' Judge Thomp
son was correct when he commented that 
Oklahoma had made a "journey from dark 
to light;" however. the state's final desti
nation remains unclear. Oklahoma appears 
to be unsettled in the direction it will take 
concerning helping its troubled children 
and youth. Lessons from Teny D. 1: Rader 
may serve as a guide for the future or as a 
signpost to the past. 
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